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Abstract:

This tutorial deals with an overview of modern ICT techniques and systems, and mechatronic systems
(with special attention paid to robotized ones) that are developed or even used nowadays in mining
industry. The main idea is to present the recent development of different systems and solutions, with
particular attention paid to achievements and implementations developed by the authors and their
research groups. Regarding IT systems we discuss solutions addressing process and machinery
monitoring, fault detection and isolation of processes and machinery, and assessment of risk and hazards
caused by exploitation in mining industry. Furthermore, innovative applications of AI (Artificial
Intelligence) methods will be also discussed, including pattern recognition and interpretation for process
control, classification of seismic events, estimating loads of conveyors, and the other. Special attention will
be paid to applications of robotic and mechatronic solutions. To this end, unmanned working machinery
and longwalls in coal mines will be presented. Furthermore, specialized robots for basic work (automated
drilling, autonomous LHD machines, robotized arms for crushing oversized copper ore lumps, automated
loading of blasting holes, and other) will be shown. An important application of mobile robots for
inspecting areas of mines affected by catastrophes will be presented as well. Moreover, recent
communication solutions for collision avoidance, localisation of mining machinery, and wireless
transmission will be addressed. Finally, general conclusions concerning most probably development of
ICT and mechatronic systems for mining industry will be given.

Agenda:

1. Introduction
2. IT systems for fault detection of machinery and assessment of risk and hazards
a. General overview
b. Diagnostic systems
c. Prediction of hazards
d. DISESOR – an example of a diagnostic and monitoring system addressed to mining
industry
e. Diagnostics of belt conveyors systems
f. Diagnostics of excavators for brown coal mines
g. SYNAPSA – project focused on monitoring of mobile LHD machines in KGHM
3. AI applications
a. General overview
b. Pattern recognition applications
c. Data mining and knowledge engineering
4. Robotics and mechatronics
a. General overview
b. Unmanned working machinery and longwalls
c. Specialized robots for basic work
d. Inspection robots
e. Advanced solutions including Virtual Teleportation
5. Sensing and communication
a. Collisions avoidance
b. Wireless comm systems
c. Localisation of machines in underground environment
6. Conclusions
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